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Introduction 1 

Materials & Methods 

Why Automate this process? 
• Reproducible Cell Seeding 

• No Variability between Scientists or labs 

• Higher Throughput 

• Sterile Environment 

• Protocols transfer between labs easily 

Automation such as the Zephyr® from PerkinElmer can 

be placed in a sterile environment and  protocols are 

available to perform all the cell culture steps with the 

InSphero GravityPlus system.  The process can also be 

automated with a JANUS® Automated Workstation with 

an 8 tip Varispan arm (also from PerkinElmer). 

Repeated measurement of cultures over time allow for analysis of 

effects of time on culture growth or shrinkage, as seen in this 

example above of HepG2 spheroid area decreasing over time.  

Summary & Conclusion 

 Automation allows for highly 

reproducible cell seeding producing 

results equivalent to or better than 

manual cell seeding. 

 Using automation reduces potential for 

contamination through the use of 

lidded reservoirs and sterile tips in a 

sterile environment.  

 Imaging 3D microtissues in the 

GravityTRAPTM plate with the EnSight 

allows for rapid identification of the 

presence or absence of cultures in 

each well and relative size analysis. 

 Tissues grown and treated in 

GravityTRAP plates may be assayed 

further with the EnSightTM by tissue 

lysis and the use of luminescence-

based assays, such as ATPliteTM or 

AlphaLISA® from PerkinElmer. 

Simplifying microtissue-based screening using 

automation and the EnSight multimode plate reader to 

generate and characterize scaffold-free 3D cell cultures 
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Automated  2D Imaging and Size Analysis was performed 

using the PerkinElme EnSightTM Multimode plate reader to 

characterize 3D Tissue Size and growth directly in the 

GravityTRAP plate using a custom-developed measurement 

protocol.  KaleidoTM software uses predetermined focus 

settings to generate brightfield images of the tissue cultures. 

Simultaneous analyzes are performed to detect the edges of 

the well and the spheroid tissue (see bottom right image 

above, yellow outline highlights the selection here).  Spheroid 

number and area data may be exported automatically to the 

analysis program of choice. 

Three-dimensional (3D) cell culture spans 

the gap between the traditional “petri-dish-

based” format and whole-animal systems 

giving unique perspectives on 

tumorigenesis.  Process standardization is 

essential to enable the generation of 

robust and reproducible data with more 

biologically relevant, complex, 3D models.  

Here we demonstrate how producing and 

characterizing 3D spheroid microtissues 

with the InSphero GravityPLUSTM hanging 

drop microplate platform can be simplified 

and standardized by integrating 

automated liquid handlers with the 

EnSightTM Multimode plate reader to 

reduce variability, hand’s on time and 

errors produced by manual pipetting. 

Microtissue growth was assessed directly 

in the GravityTRAPTM plate using the 

imaging module of the EnSightTM plate 

reader and a custom-developed analysis 

method that automatically generates 

brightfield images of each well, identifies 

and measures spheroid area. This allows 

for rapid monitoring of tumor microtissue 

growth without necessitating the addition 

of a fluorescent label.   

Automated Imaging & Analysis 3 

The GravityPLUSTM Hanging Drop System from 

InSphero is a two-plate system composed of one 

GravityPLUSTM Plate (below left) for microtissue 

production, formation, and maturation, and one 

GravityTRAPTM Plate (below right), which receives 

the spheroids and facilitates long-term culture, 

compound dosing, imaging and other assays.  

Spheroid Area Raw Data - Automation Plated (square microns) 
# cells plated: 

3000 6000 9000 3000 6000 9000 3000 6000 9000 3000 6000 9000 

157,548   277,158  374,890   168,633  282,469   373,736  185,535  270,250  367,206  171,384  264,991  329,215  

158,608   326,727  387,645  213,059  370,534   415,684  207,800  349,644  439,251  194,090  304,829  402,457  

 170,397   236,186  425,594  215,012  366,755   443,881  197,365  329,793  452,814  220,901  337,582  373,484  

161,380  308,829  401,733  228,564  402,457   460,204  218,697  387,561  474,576  216,859  326,328  403,517  

166,660  359,711  433,614  233,435  369,946  467,952  218,560  373,925  473,148  224,334  354,105  407,485  

181,577  307,653  436,826  211,831  368,665  486,963  224,712  352,835  494,300  212,933  308,461  406,142  

164,329  336,721  437,131  210,561  346,610  472,077  232,459  348,720  464,057  204,903  322,161   376,801  

167,983  273,190  374,134  191,098  303,055   NaN  189,041  285,566  376,906   180,223  280,632  329,247  

Images taken on the EnSight (cropped, rearranged and combined 

using ImageJ Software from the NIH).  Note the empty wells where 

either cells were not seeded or 3D tissue did not transfer properly 

(17% in manually plated and 1% in Automation plated culture plate). 

These images illustrate the benefits of using Automation over 

manual pipetting (even  8 wells at once with a multichannel 

programmable pipette). 

Manually Plated Automation Plated 

Raw Data from the EnSight can be directly exported in Excel format 

and organized in list or plate-format (as seen in the raw data above 

which represents HepG2 Cultures seeded 4 days earlier into hanging 

drop plates and transferred on day 3 using the Zephyr at 

concentrations of 3000, 6000, and 9000 cells per well).  This data, 

along with data from images taken at days 5 and 8, are plotted 

alongside Area data from manually-plated cultures in the graphs 

below. 

What is needed for the 
Automated System? 

 

• Disposable Wide Bore Sterile Tips 

• Reservoir for Cell suspension, sterile, low dead volume, 

lidded 

• Ability to Dispense a Subset of Wells 

• Flexible plate structure benefits from seeding cells 3 

columns at a time 

• Slow aspirate & Dispense speeds to dispense cells 

• Ability to control tip speed in and out of wells 

• Gripper:  

• Can remove and hold lids while pipetting, avoids 

potential lid contamination 

• Transfer of hanging drop plate to trap plate for 

transfer of spheroids 

Production starts in the GravityPLUS™ Plate 

by seeding 40μL of cell suspension (e.g., HepG2 cells) 

through the SureDrop™ Inlet . Within 2 -3 days, a 

single microtissue “spheroid” matures in each drop.  

After 3 days, the microtissues are harvested into the 

companion GravityTRAP™ Culture and Assay Plate 

(see illustration in the next panel).  

The proprietary non-adhesive coating of the 

GravityTRAP™ plate allows for culturing over weeks 

without attachment and decomposition of the 

microtissues.  Cultures can be treated with compounds 

and imaged directly in the GravityTRAP™ plate. 

GravityPLUS™ 

Plate 

GravityTRAP™ Plate 

 Automation Workflow 
#1- Seed the Hanging Drop Plate  

#2- Grow the Spheroids in incubator (manual step) 

#3- Wash the Gravity Trap Plate 

#4- Transfer Spheroid to Gravity Trap Plate 

#5- Media Exchange in Hanging Drop Plate 

#6- Any additional treatments to the Spheroids 
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